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The Trans-Cedar lynching is an infamous tale buried deep in the subconscious of rural Texas
history—although it made front-page headlines in the Dallas Morning News and even in national newspapers
from May through November of 1899. This horrifying event is at the center of a compelling novel by author
Mark Busby. He has not only researched original documents but has used family oral histories to probe the
mysteries that still shroud a lynching that is as horrifying and baffling now as it must have been over a
hundred years ago. The "War of Northern Aggression" was still fresh in the memory of those who lived
through it; hog-stealing, moonshine, secret meetings, and the lore of the Texas Rangers were part of the
fabric of country life, and there were many who refused to believe the war was really over. Against this
backdrop, a running feud between the Humphries and the Wilkinsons exploded into a triple murder.

When young Jefferson Bowie Adams II is given an assignment for a college course in 1964, President
Kennedy has just been assassinated, the movement for civil rights is beginning to stir, and developments in
Vietnam barely make the back pages of the newspaper. Setting out to record a story from his family's history,
Jeff discovers—sitting in his grandfather's hideout while Pampaw smokes a forbidden cigar--a story that is as
mesmerizing as it is shocking: the tale of a triple lynching in Henderson County in the late spring of 1899, an
event Pampaw himself witnessed. Even as the scene of the crime is slowly being submerged by the filling of
the Cedar Creek Reservoir, Jeff struggles to uncover the truths of what really happened that fateful night in
1899. Through the various recollections of his aging kin, Adams begins to uncover a web of relationships
and a love story that ultimately leads him to a missing girl, a country graveyard, and a realization that he and
his family are part and parcel of the stained history of the South.
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From reader reviews:

Anna Harlow:

Book will be written, printed, or created for everything. You can know everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important point to bring us around the world.
Adjacent to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A guide Cedar Crossing will make you to
always be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you
think that will open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they
might be thought like that? Have you looking for best book or appropriate book with you?

Rosalva Nichols:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or it for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't need do that. You must know how great and also important the book Cedar Crossing. All type of book
could you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Scott Anderson:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Cedar Crossing book written by well-
known writer we are excited for well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written within good manner for you, dripping every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still uncertainty Cedar Crossing as good book not merely by the cover
but also by content. This is one e-book that can break don't assess book by its deal with, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already alerted you so
why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Amy Arwood:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got scholars? We believe that that question was
given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you also know
that little person such as reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the point. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except
your teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update regarding something by book. Different
categories of books that can you take to be your object. One of them are these claims Cedar Crossing.
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